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4. pcLactis predicts active constraints as sites of adaptative
evolution

1. Can we understand LAB physiology from cost-benefit analysis
of the underlying metabolic network?
• Limited nutrients and protein capacities constrain growth.
• Constraints can result in trade-offs and resource allocation choices.
• We developed a Proteome Constrained model of L. lactis - pcLactis1 - to study
metabolic benefits and the associated resource costs.

A. Laboratory evolution in glucose-limited
environment resulted in selection of a CcpA
mutant with better adapted phenotype.2
Proteome and fluxes of CcpA mutant were
compared with WT L. lactis at D=0.5 h-1 , where
arginine uptake is predicted to be limiting

2. pcLactis couples the metabolic network to protein synthesis
machinery at genome-scale

B. Arginine uptake increased in the
CcpA mutant to such an extent that
the residual arginine concentration
became zero.
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C. Proteome of CcpA mutant is changed where the PC-model predicts active
constraints:
• Glucose transporter and arginine catabolism proteins are upregulated in the
CcpA mutant.
• Expression of non-used (membrane) proteins is decreased.

3. pcLactis predicts growth-limiting constraints
A. Growth is modeled as function of glucose availability. A high reduced cost reflects an
active constraint.
• At low growth rate, only glucose transport is limiting growth rate.
• Above 0.5 h-1, inactive enzyme becomes zero and an extra constraint becomes
active, reflecting limited proteome capacity.

B. Arginine uptake is also
growth-limiting, but only
when proteome capacity is
not limiting, as shown by
the high reduced cost
(purple) at growth rates
<0.5 h-1.
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C. Arginine is taken up more than
needed for biomass (solid black
line), but only at growth rates
<0.5 h-1.
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D. Explanation: Under proteome limitation, the proteome
efficiency (ATP yield/protein cost) of a pathway determines
the optimal strategy. Lactate production is then preferred
as best investment.
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5. Conclusion: physiology of L. lactis is the optimal strategy
under nutrient and proteome constraints
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pcLactis can identify the growth-limiting constraints.
The growth-limiting constraints explain changes in L. lactis’ metabolism.
This provides insights in likely targets of evolutionary change.
Arginine catabolism is used as additional ATP source only when proteome space
is available.
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In the face of today’s challenge to make the healthy choice the easy choice, it is vital for the food industry and research organizations to pool knowledge
and resources for multidisciplinary research. TiFN is a unique public/private partnership that generates vision on scientific breakthroughs in food and
nutrition, resulting in development of innovative products and technologies that respond to consumer demands for safe, tasty and healthy foods.

